SodaPop: a forward simulation suite for the evolutionary dynamics of asexual populations on protein fitness landscapes.
Protein evolution is determined by forces at multiple levels of biological organization. Random mutations have an immediate effect on the biophysical properties, structure and function of proteins. These same mutations also affect the fitness of the organism. However, the evolutionary fate of mutations, whether they succeed to fixation or are purged, also depends on population size and dynamics. There is an emerging interest, both theoretically and experimentally, to integrate these two factors in protein evolution. Although there are several tools available for simulating protein evolution, most of them focus on either the biophysical or the population-level determinants, but not both. Hence, there is a need for a publicly available computational tool to explore both the effects of protein biophysics and population dynamics on protein evolution. To address this need, we developed SodaPop, a computational suite to simulate protein evolution in the context of the population dynamics of asexual populations. SodaPop accepts as input several fitness landscapes based on protein biochemistry or other user-defined fitness functions. The user can also provide as input experimental fitness landscapes derived from deep mutational scanning approaches or theoretical landscapes derived from physical force field estimates. Here, we demonstrate the broad utility of SodaPop with different applications describing the interplay of selection for protein properties and population dynamics. SodaPop is designed such that population geneticists can explore the influence of protein biochemistry on patterns of genetic variation, and that biochemists and biophysicists can explore the role of population size and demography on protein evolution. Source code and binaries are freely available at https://github.com/louisgt/SodaPop under the GNU GPLv3 license. The software is implemented in C++ and supported on Linux, Mac OS/X and Windows. Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.